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The Instagram account “autogyniphiles_anonymous” is a fascinating example of

meme culture, queer culture, and academia intersecting in a distinctly contemporary clash of

genres. The refined sense of irony and satire that infuse the aesthetics and scholarship on

auto_anon is apparent even in the name – an ironic reference to the disturbingly transphobic

pathologization of trans women who are attracted to women, as well as a reference to

Alcoholics Anonymous. The name suggests a support group where trans lesbians might

gather and attempt to “recover”, as if their identity were an addiction (or as the medical

literature on “autogyniphilia” suggests, a perverse mental condition). In actuality, auto_anon

is a meme page meant to engage with the trans femme and trans lesbian community online

using a meme format that ironically pairs images of hypersexual anime girls and excerpts of

highly advanced critical/queer theory.

As stated in their profile description, auto_anon is “[r]un by a bunch of old tired trans

wlw [women-loving-women]” (autogyniphiles_anonymous, n.d.), a typical post on the page

will feature an anime girl (sometimes cis, sometimes trans, sometimes ambiguous) usually in

a state of undress or in some other explicit situation, with her body partially obscured by

block quotes from different contemporary or historical critical theorists and queer theorists.

What I find so interesting about this meme page is not just the humour of dry and obtuse

theory pasted over explicit illustrations, but also how effective the comical juxtapositions are

in their ability to deliver advanced critique on a typically very shallow platform. Not only is

auto_anon building a subversive online community, they are also engaging in some highly

subversive scholarship by way of contrast, curation, and irony. If we analyse auto_anon as

more than just a community meme page, if we engage with its scholarship in good faith, we



can see that the admins have developed a unique and experimental methodology for

addressing trans lesbian issues from a highly rigorous theoretical lens.

When discussing online queer communities in “Redefining Representation”, Moya

Bailey (2016) states that, in a social media context “representations being created by

marginalized communities directly challeng[e] depictions in mainstream and medical media”

(p. 73). In a highlight (a specific Instagram feature) about their choice to use anime girls, the

admins of auto_anon state that “[w]hile western media continues to depict us as either sexual

deviants undeserving of respect (especially in porn) or as objects of pity…since the 80s

anime [has] depicted trans wom[e]n as living full and normal lives”

(autogyniphiles_anonymous, February 2020). To a certain extent auto_anon is contributing to

this counter-representational aesthetic (like in Bailey’s research), showing trans bodies as

acceptable and even desirable – but at the same time the admins on auto_anon are engaging

in a kind of autoethnographic interrogation of trans lesbian subjectivity. The admins regularly

contribute to comment sections under their memes, usually when other users ask clarifying

questions on the theory in the post – in these moments the admins usually position

themselves inside internet identity politics and make it abundantly clear that their

interpretation is theirs alone. Or put another way – the admins are keenly aware of and

regularly disclose their “partial perspective” (Haraway, 1988, p. 583) and with their use of

Instagram as a platform they are using this partial perspective to reach otherwise highly

skeptical and unforgiving internet audiences.

The admins of auto_anon regularly discuss how gender identity and sexuality interact

in our contemporary western media landscape, using anime (a Japanese artform) as it relates

to western audiences (non-mainstream, foreign, niche) from the perspective of marginalized

gender/sexual subjects. Unlike the public facing online communities in Bailey’s work,



auto_anon is engaging directly with the lived experience of arousal and identification (among

other topics) specifically as trans lesbian subjects under late capitalism. The meme format

allows them to engage in advanced discourse without the usual impenetrable

contextualizations abundant in academic literature. The ironic tone makes it clear that the

theory they quote is partly meant to be read for its content, and partly meant to serve a

comedic purpose - to contrast the sexualized (trans?) bodies behind it. This format becomes

especially complex when an anime girl is paired with radical anti-capitalist theory devoid of

any reference to gender or sexuality, in these cases auto_anon is acknowledging how the

complex navigation of cisheterosexism that trans lesbians must perform is also deeply

informed by hegemonic capital.

Auto_anon is not just an online queer phenomenon, but also a practice in queering

academic convention. The wide variety of scholarly material that auto_anon uses is unified

by the consistent visual aesthetic, yet the manifold levels of irony mixed with genuine

community engagement make auto-anon an object of study that requires an appropriately

“messy methodological” approach (Dadas, 2016, p. 62) to fully understand. At the same time,

we could consider auto_anon as its own scholarly work – a unique autoethnographic and

theoretical study of trans lesbian subjectivity that ‘refuse[s] received notions of orthodox

methodologies and focus[es] instead on fluidity, intersubjectivity and responsiveness to

particularities” (Jones & Adams, 2010, p. 197). In this way auto_anon is bringing academic

thought to a wider audience and making it accessible for a diverse marginalized community.

The precise application of irony and satire serves both as a smokescreen to guard against

bad-faith arguments, as well as an appeal to the disillusioned and always-online young queers

who have formed a community around the page. Anime girls catch the eye, inflecting theory

with a pseudo-pornographic (and for trans femmes, perhaps an identificatory) charge, while

critical and queer theory imbues the often-infantilized anime girl with intellectual rigour and



social critique. These queer juxtapositions make autogyniphiles_anonymous a radical and

exciting space for trans femme scholarship as well as a place for radical community to

flourish online.
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